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Aims for the Session

-To provide information about the teaching of 

phonics in St. James’s PS and NU, in line with the 

Northern Ireland Curriculum.

-To provide information about the teaching of high 

frequency (tricky) words.

-To share ideas of how children can be helped and 

supported at home.
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The Language and Literacy Curriculum 
is made up of three elements that are 
inexorably linked: talking and listening, 
reading and writing.
All three are interdependent. Today we 
are focusing in on Reading in the Early 
Years and in particular getting ‘Ready to 
Read.’



Early childhood is the foundation on which children build 

the rest of their lives.
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-If the 
foundations are 
inadequate it is 
hard to correct 

later on.

-Foundations 
take longer to 
create than 
buildings.

-The higher the 
building, the 
firmer the 

foundations 
need to be.



Expecting things too early is not 

building a strong foundation within 

learning.



Talking and Listening

Children make 

the most 

progress in their 

talking and 

listening skills 

between the 

ages of 3 and 7.

Expanding 
their 

vocabulary 
and talking 
in longer 
sentences

Talking 
confidently 
to others

Developing 
thinking and 

understanding

Hearing  
sounds  in 

their 
environment  
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Progression in Reading in the Early Years

Nursery phonological awareness

Year 1 Phonological awareness/phonics 29 sounds/tricky 
words-36

Year 2 Phonological awareness/phonics 42 sounds/tricky 
words-72

Year 3 Phonological awareness/phonics 42 sounds and 
sound variations/ 72 and beyond tricky words



The Nursery Experience-phonological awareness

Environmental sounds   

Rhyme                                                   Steady Beat

Instrumental Sounds



Hearing the Sounds in Words 

in School and at Home
Sound   Games

-I Spy with My Little Eye something beginning with/ending with 

t.(table/cat)

-I Hear with My Little Ear:an animal word/transport/Halloween 

creature beginning with/ending with  g.(ghost/pig)

-Rise and Rhyme: say a nursery rhyme with emphasis on the target 

word. Stand up when you hear the rhyming word. Hallowe’en’s 

coming on.

-Partners in Rhyme: Say your word. Listen to the others say their 

words. Find a rhyming pair.

- Syllable Sort: Say your name. Use chin bumps or claps to count the 

syllables. Go to the hoop with your number of syllables.

- Phonics Fingers: use one hand as a screen and with the other show 

how many sounds you hear. 
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Reading Skills

-What do these words say?

pirate

could

cross
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Have another go

The leopard  watched the monkey.

The monkey  took  the pirates hat.

He could see that the pirate was cross.  
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The leopard  watched the monkey.

The monkey  took  the pirates hat.

He could see that the pirate was cross.  

Does this 

help?
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Learning Phonics

• Developing listening skills.

• Learning the sounds of the letters and not the 

names.

• A practical, fun approach to learning.

• Giving children a code so that they can read 

and write with confidence.
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5 Basic Skills

1.    Learning the letter sounds

2.   Blending

3.   Segmenting-identifying sounds in words

4.  Sound Manipulation

5. Tricky Words
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1. Learning the Letter Sounds



Learning the Basic Sounds
s – so
a – at
t – to
i – in
p – pig
n – no
c/k – key 
e – egg
h – hop
r – red

m – my
d – day
g – go
o – on
u – up
l – lip
f – fan
b – bee
ai– day
j – jug

oa – oat
ie – tie
ee – tee
or – or
z – zoo 
w – we
ng – rang
v – van
oo – boot
y – you
x – fox

ch – chair
sh – shoe
th – thumb
th – this

qu – quack
ou – ouch
oi – oil
ue – queue
er – mixer
ar – car



Let our Year 2 children teach you! 
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Video 1

Year 2 Alphabet Arc

Now its your turn!!!     Phonics Dots



Digraphs (two letters making one sound)
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Alternative ways to make vowel sounds

In Year 2 and Year 3 children 

are introduced to this.eg

seed

read

The Bossy/magic ‘e’ at the end of a word 

searches for the vowel before it and says:

hide

theme

When two vowels go walking the first one 
does the talking.

What does it say? Such a shame!
It says the sound that is its name.

Hey you vowel, don’t make your 
sound. Tell me your name!



2.Blending: saying the sounds in order to make words

Our Year 1 and 3 children can show you how! video
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Tap and slide/thumb up 
it      up        on         is

fan      yes    wit       get*

chat    with  chicken shower 



3. Segmenting: identifying the sounds in words

Begin with the word. Can you identify the sounds 
in order? 

Some activities:

Slide and tap

Magic then thumb

Paper squares



4.Sound Manipulation

The sounds are in place to build a word. Can your 
child change and move (manipulate)the sounds to 
make a new word?Video Year 3

Can you?



5.  Tricky Words

Words that do not follow the rules-

Activities/Games:

Snap

Hide and Seek

Pelmanism (memory)

Sentence build and jumbles was

here
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Jolly Phonics Tricky Words

Taught in 
Year1

Taught in 
Year 2



Supporting Reading at Home
• Read with your child. Use the ‘Discover the Cover’ 

language: title, author, illustrator, publisher and blurb.

• Encourage your child to talk

about the pictures and make

sense of the story.

• Praise your child for ‘having a go’ at sounding out new 

words. Focus on the effort not the mistake.

• Make the whole experience enjoyable. Play games and 

have fun!
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Thank you for coming today!

Please complete the evaluation and leave it in the box provided!
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